
The Splunk Phantom App for ThreatQ enables customers to use the ThreatQ Threat LibraryTM 
as a customized enrichment source throughout the full incident 
empowers analysts to make decisions based on highly detailed information and context.

INTEGRATION  
HIGHLIGHTS 

Allows Splunk Phantom to pull  
in enrichment from the ThreatQ 

Threat Library into playbooks  
and create new indicators, events, 

Enriched data from the  
ThreatQ Threat Library enables 

contextual decision-making based 
on the results

Automates incident response 
 

detection and analysis; 
containment, eradication and 
recovery; post-incident activity

Combine actions to investigate 
and track spearphishing  

activities between Splunk 
Phantom and ThreatQ

THREATQTM AND SPLUNK® PHANTOM
With the combination of Splunk Phantom and the ThreatQ platform, organizations  

rm end-to-end security operations 
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THREATQ BY THREATQUOTIENTTM

security technologies into a single security infrastructure, automating actions 
 

with continuous prioritization based on their organization’s unique risk 
 

and collaboratively investigate and respond with the aim of taking the right 
actions faster.

SPLUNK PHANTOM
Splunk Phantom automates enterprise security operations. In the face of 
problematic trends, including the dramatic increase in volume of attacks, 

 
complexity of IT security environments, and investors and regulators holding 
management to task for breaches, Splunk Phantom arms security operations 
with the automation and orchestration solutions that ready them to defend 
their company’s business.

Automated
 

 

RidgeBot and Splunk SOAR Solution Guide
The Splunk SOAR integrates RidgeBot’s automated penetration testing and exploitation within its  

orchestration, incident response workflow and playbook capabilities. The integrated solution strength-
ens security staff effectiveness with automated continuous security validation, accelerated threat and 

risk detection, and remedial action steps based on contextually relevant information.

RidgeBot
RidgeBot’s enterprise-class penetration testing achieves automated security validation 
and risk-based vulnerability management using intelligent robots. It delivers a range of 
capabilities including automated asset profiling, attack surface identification, iterative 
and continuous security validation, automated and on-demand penetration testing,  
vulnerability exploitation and remediation, risk assessment and prioritization, and 
automated reports and metrics.

RidgeBot-reported exposures and exploits can be remedied immediately based on  
risk-prioritized actions. Automated tests can run continuously at the scale of your 
network, providing rapid high-fidelity intelligence on your security posture. The shift from 
manual-based, labor-intensive testing to machine-assisted automation alleviates the 
severe shortage of security professionals; it allows human security experts to automate 
repetitive daily tasks and instead devote their time to threat defense strategy and 
technology.
Blending RidgeBot operation with Splunk SOAR incident response workflows automate 
Red-Blue team operation, and unifies security infrastructure orchestration. Splunk SOAR  
integrates RidgeBot pentesting into your SIEM solution playbook, generating an 
automatic notification  when RidgeBot detects a risk on a target

Splunk SOAR
Splunk SOAR provides security orchestration, automation and response capabilities that 
allow security analysts to work smarter by automating repetitive tasks; respond to 
security incidents faster with automated alert triage, investigation, and response; 
increase productivity, efficiency and accuracy; and strengthen defenses by connecting 
and coordinating complex workflows across their team and tools. Splunk SOAR also 
supports a broad range of security operations center (SOC) functions including event 
and case management, integrated threat intelligence, collaboration tools and reporting.

Solution Diagram
RidgeBot capabilities are accessed by creating tasks in the Splunk SOAR. Statistics and 
reports generated by the RidgeBot tasks are uploaded to the Splunk Vault for easy 
integration into Splunk SOAR Reporting and Metrics.

Allows Splunk SOAR to create 
RidgeBot tasks to integrate 

automated, continuous pentesting 
into incident management, 
workflows and playbooks.

Faster
RidgeBot’s automation tests 100x 

faster than human testers, and 
instantly replicates to address 

complex infrastructure. RidgeBot 
reports uploaded to Splunk SOAR 

enables instant, high-fidelity 
decision making.

Stronger Defenses
Integrates existing security infrastruc-
ture so that all tools actively partici-

pate in a coordinated defense 
strategy. Consolidated threat 

intelligence streamlines your SOC 
team, processes and strategy. 

At Scale
 

 

Enriches Splunk SOAR’s event 
management capabilities with 

RidgeBot’s at-scale security 
validation, asset profiling, attack 

surface identification and pentesting.



RidgeBot Actions supported by the Splunk SOAR
RidgeBot provides seven actions that allow Splunk SOAR to create and execute RidgeBot tasks. Upon task completion, Splunk 
SOAR uploads the statistics or report, for example the number of attack surfaces, vulnerabilities and risks identified.

ABOUT SPLUNK 

 
Now organizations no longer need to worry about where  
their data is coming from, and they are free to focus on the 
business outcomes that data can deliver. Innovators in IT, 
Security, IoT and business operations can now get a complete 
view of their business in real time, turn data into business 
outcomes, and embrace technologies that prepare them for  
a data-driven future. 

For more information visit: https://splunk.com.
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platform. By integrating an organization’s existing processes 
and technologies into a single security architecture,  

collaboration within and across teams and tools. Through 
automation, prioritization and visualization, ThreatQuotient’s 
solutions reduce noise and highlight top priority threats to 
provide greater focus and decision support for limited resources. 
ThreatQuotient is headquartered in Northern Virginia with 
international operations based out of Europe and APAC.

For additional information, please visit threatquotient.com.
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THREATQ / SPLUNK PHANTOM SOLUTION DIAGRAM

SPLUNK PHANTOM-SUPPORTED ACTIONS
test connectivity

run query Queries ThreatQ and grabs attributes

create ioc Creates IOC in ThreatQ

get related iocs Queries ThreatQ for related IOCs

create event Creates an event within ThreatQ, including related indicators

create adversary Creates adversaries in ThreatQ

domain reputation Gets attributes, related indicators and related adversaries

ip reputation Gets attributes, related indicators and related adversaries

email reputation Gets attributes, related indicators and related adversaries

url reputation Gets attributes, related indicators and related adversaries

Gets attributes, related indicators and related adversaries

update status Changes indicator status in ThreatQ

create attribute Creates attributes in ThreatQ

upload spearphish Creates a spearphish event within ThreatQ, including attachments

create task Creates a task within ThreatQ and relates it to the corresponding event

create investigation Creates an investigation within ThreatQ, including all related indicators, tasks and events
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test connectivity

create task Creates a RidgeBot asset task

Validates asset configuration connectivity

stop task Stops a RidgeBot asset task

get task info Gets Ridgebot asset task status and information, with task id

get task info list Gets status and information of all Ridgebot asset tasks

get task statistics Gets RidgeBot asset task statistics, with task id

Generate a task report formatted as PDF or CSV format, and download it to the Splunk Vault.generate and download report
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